
 

OEM China Truck Oil Filter -
Factory Supply Performance Industrial Carbon Air Filters -

GOLDENHUGELINE

We constantly continually give you essentially the most conscientious client provider, plus the widest
variety of designs and styles with finest materials. These initiatives include the availability of
customized designs with speed and dispatch for Factory Supply Performance Industrial Carbon Air
Filters, Our enterprise warmly welcome close friends from everywhere in the environment to go to,
examine and negotiate organization.
We constantly continually give you essentially the most conscientious client provider, plus the widest
variety of designs and styles with finest materials. These initiatives include the availability of
customized designs with speed and dispatch for Carbon Air Filter, Industrial Carbon Air Filters,
Performance Air Filters, We believe that good business relationships will lead to mutual benefits and
improvement for both parties. We have now established long-term and successful cooperative
relationships with many customers through their confidence in our customized services and integrity
in doing business. We also enjoy a high reputation through our good performance. Better
performance might be expected as our principle of integrity. Devotion and Steadiness will remain as
ever.
 

 

Product Detail:

 

1. A new type of environmental filter paper is adopted to improve the efficiency of the filter element.

 

2. The filtration efficiency is up to 99.5%(98% of the oil bath type air filter), and the penetration rate of dust is only 0.1% to
0.3%.

 

3. Compact structure, can be installed in any direction, and is not restricted by the layout of vehicle parts.

 

4. It can also save a lot of material such as cotton yarn, felt and metal materials.
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5. Low quality and low cost. Therefore, the driver can be assured to use.

 

6. Purify air, reduce noise and save fuel.

Price?USD1.5-2.3/Piece

MOQ:500 pieces

Payment:L/C D/A T/T Western Union MoneyGram

Quick Details

Place of Origin:China (Mainland)

Brand Name:GHL

Warranty:1 Years

Size:300*191*42mm

OE NO.:11090140B01000

Material:Filter Paper

Color:Yellow

Description:Air Element

Package:Custom Instruction

Model:Hepa Filter

Type:Air Filter

Car Make:Car

Supply Ability:20000 Piece/Pieces per Month

Packaging Details?11090140B01000 Air filter one piece in poly bag to be put in one box, 100 boxes to be packed in one
carton, Or as per customer's packing instruction.

Port?Tianjin Shanghai Guangzhou Ningbo Qingdao

Lead Time :7-15 days

Type:  11090140B01000 Air filter
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Fits/Car Make:& OEM No. OEM NO.:11090140B01000
Catalogue 1: Automobiles & Motorcycles>>Auto Engine>>Air Intakes

>>   11090140B01000 Air filter
Catalogue 2: Machinery>>General Industrial Equipment>>Industrial Filtration

Equipment>>Air Filter >>      11090140B01000 Air filter
Catalogue 3: Transportation>>Truck Parts>>Truck Engine >>  11090140B01000 Air

filter
Materials: Wood pulp filter paper,poly urethane,rubber,iron etc.

Color: Blue / Black
Replaces  Number:  11090140B01000

Guarantee: 10000kms
Application:  Truck Engine/Auto Engine/Excavator Engine/Industrial Machinery

Descriptions: 1.For removal of dust and other particles2.Adopt high performance
100% wood pulp filter paper3.100% mechanical rubber4.Filtration

efficiency over 99%5.High standards from first grade materials specific to
its application for  European truck

Packaging Details:  11090140B01000 Air filter one piece in poly bag to be put in one
box, 100 boxes to be packed in one carton, Or as per customer's

packing instruction.
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Product link：https://www.goldenhugeline.com/?p=8542
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